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ABStrAct
Categorical acceptability judgments form an important and productive heuristic that provides 
a substantial body of  data to theoretical linguists. Despite its popularity, however, they might 
not always provide an accurate representation of  the acceptability facts, especially when it 
concerns complex patterns of  judgments across a range of  different sentences types. In this 
work, I present evidence that, when categorical acceptability is substituted by a more graded 
measure of  acceptability, one can observe wh-island sensitivity in Brazilian Portuguese in 
three syntactic phenomena (wh-movement, Topicalization and Left Dislocation), even though 
the island violating structures are marginally or fully acceptable. I conclude with a discussion 
about what the existence of  such island sensitivity effects in marginally or fully acceptable 
sentences could mean for theories of  syntactic islands, and syntactic theory more broadly 
construed. 

reSUmo
Julgamentos categoriais de aceitabilidade são uma heurística importante e produtiva que provê 
um corpo empírico substancial à teoria linguística. Entretanto, a despeito de sua popularidade, 
HVVHV�MXOJDPHQWRV�QHP�VHPSUH�UHÁHWHP�GH�PDQHLUD�FRUUHWD�RV�IDWRV�UHODWLYRV�j�DFHLWDELOLGDGH�
de sentenças, principalmente no que diz respeito a padrões complexos de julgamento que 
cruzam uma gama de diferentes tipos de sentenças. Neste estudo, eu apresento evidências 
que o Português Brasileiro exibe sensibilidade a ilhas de qu- em três fenômenos sintáticos 
distintos (movimento de qu-, topicalização e deslocamento à esquerda) quando medidas de 
aceitabilidade mais granulares substituem julgamento categoriais de aceitabilidade. O artigo 
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conclui com uma discussão a respeito de como a existência de sensibilidade à restrições de ilhas 
sintáticas em sentenças marginais ou plenamente aceitáveis pode impactar as teorias de ilhas 
sintáticas e, de maneira mais abrangente, a teoria sintática.

KeYworDS 

experimental syntax, wh-islands, wh-movement, topicalization, left dislocation.

PAlAvrAS-chAve

sintaxe experimental, ilhas de qu-, movimento de qu-, topicalização, Deslocamento a 
esquerda.

1  introduction
informal acceptability judgments have served as one of  the primary 

sources of  data for theoretical syntax (chomSKY, 1965; Schütze, 
1996; SProUSe et al., 2013). A recent large scale survey of  ten years 
of  the journal linguistic inquiry, for instance, has estimated that 48% 
of  the data used in their theoretical syntax papers from 2001 to 2010 
came from simple acceptability judgments, more than two times as 
much as the second most used source of  data, judgments about possible 
interpretations, which were estimated to compose 23% of  the data 
(SProUSe et al., 2013). however, despite its prevalence and popularity, 
informal acceptability judgment collection has persistently been a 
practice surrounded by controversy.

one such controversy, which is the topic of  this paper, pertains 
to how informal acceptability judgments are generally used to inform 
theory construction and theory evaluation. this is an issue that has 
received considerable attention in the literature (e.g., BArD et al., 1996; 
FeAtherStoN, 2005a; SorAce and Keller, 2005; SProUSe 
et al., 2013), and generally surfaces as a debate about how to interpret 
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gradience in accceptability judgments. while it is relatively uncontroversial 
that acceptability ratings are gradient in nature (chomSKY, 1965), 
grammars are generally modeled as categorical objects (Keller, 
2000; Keller and SorAce, 2003; SorAce and Keller, 2005; 
AlexoPoUloU, 2007). Grammars of  this sort can then be used to 
state whether they could have generated any given string. 

this mismatch between the nature of  the data and the nature of  
theoretical objects the data helps motivate is not easily solvable. taking 
this into consideration, most researchers proceed by making simplifying 
assumptions about the relationship between the acceptability and the 
grammatical status of  sentences. A common working conjecture is that 
if  after a putative grammatical manipulation a sentence is judged on a 
binary scale to be “unacceptable”, then we have grounds to think that 
WKH� JUDPPDU� KDV� VRPHWKLQJ� WR� VD\� ��PRUH� VSHFLÀFDOO\�� WR� FRPSODLQ� ��
about the resulting structure.

this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits the two basic 
research heuristics routinely used by syntacticians – namely, the putative 
isomorphism between acceptability data and grammaticality, and whether 
categorical grammars necessitate looking at acceptability judgments in a 
categorical fashion – and explores the consequences of  dispensing with 
one or both heuristics. it will be argued that when acceptability data 
is not forced into a categorical binary scale, interesting data patterns 
can be observed that could have consequences for current theories of  
grammar. in particular, the concept of  “subliminal island effects” will be 
presented in light of  a discussion of  gradient vs categorical acceptability 
judgments.

Section 3 will present the case of  syntactic island phenomena - more 
VSHFLÀFDOO\��ZK�LVODQGV���DQG�XVH�LW�WR�LOOXVWUDWH�WKH�IDFW�WKDW�ERWK�(QJOLVK�
– which is described as obeying wh-islands - and Brazilian Portuguese 
(BP) – which is generally described as not subject to wh-islands – yield 
essentially the same kind of  evidence for wh-island sensitivity when their 
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pattern of  gradient acceptability is analyzed without focusing primarily 
RQ�ZKHWKHU�WKH\�FURVV�WKH�WHQXRXV�DQG�SRRUO\�GHÀQHG�ERXQGDU\�EHWZHHQ�
“acceptable” and “unacceptable” categories.

Section 3 concludes by presenting further evidence that island-
sensitivity can be decoupled from binary categorical judgments of  
acceptability and be observed even in cases where the strings under 
evaluation are judged to be “acceptable”. in particular, evidence will 
be presented that certain topic constructions in BP, which have been 
generally analyzed as base-generated exactly on the basis of  their 
LQVHQVLWLYLW\�WR�LVODQG�FRQÀJXUDWLRQV��GR�LQ�IDFW�VKRZ�HYLGHQFH�RI �ZK�
island sensitivity. crucially, this is an island constraint that had been 
posited not to operate in BP to begin with.

Section 4 concludes with some considerations about what the 
existence of  these “subliminal islands effects” might mean for a theory 
of  grammar.

2 acceptability vs grammaticality
%HIRUH�SURFHHGLQJ��LW�LV�LPSRUWDQW�WR�RIIHU�D�ZRUNLQJ�GHÀQLWLRQ�RI �

acceptability and grammaticality that will be used throughout this paper. 
henceforth, when we refer to the acceptability of  a sentence, we mean 
the percept that a native speaker can form when she hears or reads an 
utterance, much like timbre is a perceptual attribute that listeners can 
experience upon hearing sounds. the grammaticality of  a sentence, on 
WKH�RWKHU�KDQG��UHIHUV�WR�D�WKHRUHWLFDO�FODLP��0RUH�VSHFLÀFDOO\��FODLPLQJ�
that a sentence is grammatical is equivalent to claiming that (i) there is a 
IRUPDO�REMHFW��D�JUDPPDU��WKDW�FDQ�JHQHUDWH�WKH�VSHFLÀF�XWWHUDQFH�ZLWK�
its intended meaning and (ii) this formal object is somehow part of/
implemented in the mental makeup of  the native speaker. it is generally 
assumed that sentence acceptability offers some insight as to its grammatical 
status, under the reasoning that utterances that conform to the mental 
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grammar of  the native speaker would probably sound natural/acceptable 
as sentences of  her language, whereas utterances that violate it would 
probably sound degraded (see mArANtz, 2005 and hoji, 2010 for 
discussions of  this assumption).

the precise nature of  the relationship between acceptability and 
grammaticality is however still very much a mystery. what is clear is that 
the assumption that sentences should sound acceptable if  and only if  
they are generated by the grammar and should sound degraded otherwise, 
LV� IDOVLÀHG� E\� NQRZQ� HPSLULFDO� SKHQRPHQD�� 7KHUH� DUH� VHQWHQFHV� WKDW�
are acceptable and yet considered ungrammatical, like the comparative 
illusion (cf. PhilliPS et al., 2011 for review of  this and some other 
cases):

(1) more people have been to russia than i have

conversely, it is also possible to observe sentences that are judged to 
be unacceptable and yet are considered to be grammatical, like double 
center embedded structures (chomSKY and miller, 1963):

(2) the rat the cat the dog chased killed ate the malt.

these phenomena show that any strong isomorphic thesis between 
acceptability and grammaticality is empirically untenable. however, a 
weaker version of  the isomorphic thesis could nonetheless be useful as a 
heuristic. in other words, assuming a direct mapping between acceptability 
and grammaticality is ultimately a faulty strategy, but it can serve, if  used 
discerningly, as a viable working hypothesis for diagnostic purposes, to 
be revisited and reassessed when the need arises.
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2.1  categorical acceptability patterns vs gradient 
acceptability patterns

Given the fact that sentence acceptability is generally used heuristically 
to shed light on questions pertaining to sentence grammaticality, we can 
ask how the different options of  reporting acceptability usually given to 
native speakers might impact linguistic research.

while it is widely acknowledged that sentence acceptability is a 
gradient psychological quantity (chomSKY, 1965; PhilliPS, 2009), 
linguists often prefer to abstract away from that gradience and ask 
their informants to categorize sentences as “good” or “bad”, or as 
“acceptable” and “unacceptable”. this forced categorization onto a 
binary scale makes the direct mapping easier between data and theory. 
however, it is important to stress that this practice is yet another 
heuristic�� DQG� WKDW� WKLV� DFFXPXODWLRQ� RI � KHXULVWLFV� LV� MXVWLÀHG� QRW� E\� D�
solid theory of  acceptability judgments (which does not currently exist; 
see hoFmeiSter et al., 2013 for discussion) but rather by the amount 
of  progress one can make by judiciously invoking them as working 
hypotheses.

therefore, it is an open question whether acceptability facts would 
change if  one were not to rely on either one or both of  these heuristics. 
crucially, if  the description of  the syntactic phenomenon changes 
according to the choice of  the heuristics used in data collection and data 
interpretation, it is important to consider the potential implications for 
syntactic theory.

2.2 Syntactic islands and graded acceptability judgments

Syntactic islands are a fertile ground for this sort of  inquiry, because 
(a) they involve the interaction of  different syntactic mechanisms, (b) 
they elicit varying degrees of  acceptability within languages – to the point 
that there have been proposals to reduce them to extra-grammatical 
factors, and (c) they are cross-linguistically diverse. we turn to these 
properties next.
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2.2.1 Syntactic accounts of  islands require two ingredients

traditional syntactic accounts of  island effects generally require 
two elements: a long distance dependency formation mechanism (e.g., 
movement) and a barrier to this mechanism (e.g., an embedded clause 
headed by a wh- word). the presence of  either in a sentence by itself  
generates no problems. For example, objects can be moved to the front 
of  the clause, and embedded clauses can be headed by a wh- word, as 
shown in the following examples:

(3)  who did mary see?

(4)  mary wondered whether Bill saw jane.

however, trying to extract an object out of  an embedded clause 
headed by a wh- word results in a string deemed unacceptable by many 
native speakers of  english:

(5) *who did mary wonder whether Bill saw?

Notice the contrast in the case where the object is extracted out of  
an embedded clause headed by the complementizer that:

(6)  who did mary think that Bill saw?

2.2.2 Syntactic islands elicit varying degrees of  acceptability

the schema sketched above forms the basic template for several 
other so-called syntactic island effects. these can be stated as constraints 
on which kind of  constituents can be engaged by a particular long-
distance dependency formation mechanism (such as movement). 
examples include the apparent bans on the extraction of  an NP (a) out 
of  another NP in subject position, (b) out of  a coordinated NP or (c) 
out of  an adjunct clause.
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however, it is generally accepted that such restrictions on long-
distance dependencies exhibit variations in how degraded the outcomes 
of  their violations are judged to be. For instance, adjunct island effects 
are reported to sound more degraded than wh-island effects in english, 
even though both cases generate low acceptability ratings and are 
JHQHUDOO\�FODVVLÀHG�DV�´XQDFFHSWDEOHµ�ZKHQ�IRUFHG�RQWR�D�ELQDU\�VFDOH�

Adjunct island:

(7) *howi�GRHV�3HWHU�ZRQGHU�ZKHWKHU�0DU\�À[HG�WKH�FDU�ti?

Wh-island:

(8) ?whati GRHV�3HWHU�ZRQGHU�ZKHWKHU�0DU\�À[HG�ti?

2.2.3 Syntactic islands vary cross-linguistically

Syntactic islands have also been reported to exhibit substantial cross-
linguistic variation. For example, rizzi (1982) followed by torrego, 
(1984), presented data suggesting that italian and iberian Spanish are 
not subject to the same wh-island constraints as english. this cross-
linguistic contrast has been captured theoretically by proposing that the 
inventory of  the categories that can act as a barrier to movement can 
vary across languages. in some, like english, the functional projection 
iP blocks movement, whereas in other languages, like italian (rizzi, 
1982), iberian Spanish (torreGo, 1984) and BP (mioto et al., 2000; 
mioto e KAto, 2005), it is cP that acts as a barrier. this has been a 
WUHPHQGRXVO\�LQÁXHQWLDO�SURSRVDO��DQG�LW�LV�SUHGLFDWHG�RQ�FRQWUDVWV�OLNH�
the one below (cf. mioto and KAto, 2005):
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English 

(9) what does Peter think that mary bought ti? 

(10)*what does Peter wonder whether mary bought ti?

BP 

(11) o quei o    Pedro achou que     a    maria  comprou ti? 
 what   the Pedro thought that the  mary  bought
 what did Peter think that mary bought?

(12) o quei  o   Pedro perguntou se     a     maria    comprou ti?
 what   the Pedro asked whether   the  mary     bought
 what did Peter ask whether mary bought?

2.2.4 different possible diagnoses of  syntactic islands.

As an example of  how looking at patterns of  gradient acceptability 
might change the description of  the basic cross-linguistic facts, we 
can turn to wh-islands in english and BP. Despite being described as 
generally acceptable – and therefore grammatical – in BP, sentences that 
violate the wh-island constraint do not sound perfectly acceptable, and a 
range of  acceptability judgments can be elicited. it might be the case 
that, if  forced to use a binary scale, sentences that violate wh-islands are 
MXGJHG� MXVW�DERYH� WKH� WHQXRXV�DQG� LOO�GHÀQHG� WKUHVKROG�RI � WKH�ELQDU\�
category “acceptable”, while their english counterparts are judged to 
be below the same threshold. this forces us to consider an important 
TXHVWLRQ��+RZ�H[DFWO\�GRHV�RQH�GHÀQH�ZKDW�FRXQWV�DV�V\QWDFWLF�LVODQG�
sensitivity?
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7KH� XVXDO� VWUDWHJ\� IRU� GHÀQLQJ� LVODQG� VHQVLWLYLW\� LV� ZKHWKHU� WKH�
offending cases are categorized as “bad” or “unacceptable” on a binary 
scale. As we have argued above, however, this type of  reasoning is better 
GHÀQHG�DV�D�UHVHDUFK�heuristic, and therefore it is ultimately unsuitable as 
D�GHÀQLWLYH�GLDJQRVWLF�RI �LVODQGKRRG��2QFH�WKLV�ZD\�RI �GHÀQLQJ�LVODQGV�
is called into question, one can devise alternative means of  diagnosing 
the conditions under which certain kinds of  long distance dependency 
formation mechanisms (like movement) are blocked.

!e factorial de"nition of islands, and the challenges from reductionist 
processing theories of islands

An alternative way of  diagnosing syntactic islands has been proposed 
in the context of  a debate about theories of  island effects that sought to 
reduce them to extra-grammatical factors.

the simplest theory of  this kind would propose that at least some 
island sensitivity effects might be better understood as the result of  
a conspiracy of  independent constraints on parsing, rather than a 
grammatical constraint. Under such a proposal, the two ingredients of  
island effects - the presence of  movement and the presence of  an island 
FRQÀJXUDWLRQ��IRU�H[DPSOH��DQ�HPEHGGHG�FODXVH�KHDGHG�E\�D�ZK�ZRUG����
might have independent parsing (or processing) costs. the sentences below 
illustrate the paradigm for wh-island in english (diacritics indicating 
acceptability intentionally left out):

Movement out of  matrix clause (no island structure/island structure)

(13) who (thinks that/wonders whether) mary read the book?

Movement out of  embedded clause, (no island structure/island structure)

(14) what does john (think that/wonder whether) mary read?
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Figure 1 illustrates the different scenarios under which the length of  
PRYHPHQW�DQG�WKH�SUHVHQFH�RI �DQ�LVODQG�VWUXFWXUH�ERWK�KDYH�YHULÀDEOH�
independent costs. the gray line in the middle of  the plot illustrates 
the hypothetical boundary between “acceptable” and “unacceptable” 
categories in the traditional binary scale, and the lighter-gray area around 
it represents the area in which judgments might be categorized as either 
acceptable or unacceptable, depending on the person, and test situations.

the offending sentence (ie, the one that incurs in both independent 
costs simultaneously) is marked in red. the top row of  Figure 1 illustrates 
the cases in which the two independent costs add up linearly. the top 
left plot shows what the pattern would be in case the two independent 
processing costs existed, but would still generate sentences that would be 
rated as “acceptable” in the traditional binary scale. the top middle plot 
displays the pattern that would be expected if  when the two independent 
costs combined, they would lower the acceptability of  the offending 
sentence just enough for it to be judged “acceptable” or “unacceptable” 
in the traditional binary scale, although only marginally so. Finally, the 
top right plot illustrates the case in which the two costs combine linearly 
and produce an offending sentence that clearly cross the “acceptability” 
boundary in the traditional binary scale. it is this plot that corresponds 
to the simplest processing-based account of  island effects, since the 
entirety of  the island effect is accounted for by the simple addition of  
these two independently motivated costs incurred by the parser.
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FiGUre 1. hypothetical scenarios relating the factors of  Structure 
(what kind of  embedded clause is present in the sentence) and the site 
of  origin of  the moved element (matrix or embedded clause) that would 
generate an island sensitivity effect.

if  the pattern of  acceptability in english could be described by the 
top right plot in Figure 1, then the simple processing-based account 
of  island might be a tenable model. however, a large corpus of  
acceptability judgment experiments has already demonstrated that, by 
and large, island effects are better described by the bottom right plot 
in Figure 1 (SProUSe et al., 2012). in this plot, we see that the two 
processing costs do exist —although in reality, it is not the case that 
they do for every island under consideration (see SProUSe et al., 2012) 
— but they do not add up linearly. in other words, the severity of  the 
acceptability penalty incurred by the offending sentence is larger than 
what would have been predicted by each cost separately. this fact is not 
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predicted by the simple processing-based theory considered so far, but 
it is compatible with a grammar-based account of  islands, in which that 
particular structure (the one marked in red in Figure 1) is the target of  a 
structural well-formedness constraint.

however, there are other processing-based theories of  island 
effects that can account for the same super additive effect of  length of  
movement (from matrix or embedded clause) and presence of  an island 
structure. For instance, KlUeNDer and KUtAS (1993) have argued 
that some island constraints — the ones subsumed by Subjacency — 
can be reduced to the conspiracy of  these independent processing facts, 
and no grammatical constraint need be posited.

KlUeNDer and KUtAS (1998)’s account starts by assuming that 
the two ingredients for island effects have independent processing costs. 
more precisely, these factors are costly to the parser because they tax 
its working memory resources. if  these resources are exceeded, then 
the parser simply fails to process the sentence, resulting in a sentence 
of  much lower acceptability than it would have been predicted by the 
encumbrance of  each independent cost by itself. this kind of  model 
has been revisited recently by hoFmeiSter and SAG (2010), who 
H[SOLFLWO\� UHDIÀUP� WKDW� OLPLWV� RQ� ZRUNLQJ� PHPRU\� FDSDFLW\�� ZKHQ�
exceeded, might lead to the breakdown of  the parsing process. 

Under this account, however, the same pattern of  acceptability as the 
one posited by grammatical accounts of  syntactic islands is predicted (ie., 
the lower bottom right plot in Figure 1). Finding the test cases that could 
distinguish one account from the other is not trivial, and the interested 
reader is referred to the recent series of  articles and responses between 
(SProUSe et al., 2012a, 2012b) on one side and (hoFmeiSter et al., 
2012a, 2012b) on the other for further discussion. 

it is important to notice, however, that while both models have the 
requisite mechanisms that allow them to naturally predict the pattern in 
the bottom right plot of  Figure 1, neither model can readily account for 
the hypothetical patterns of  the bottom left and bottom middle plots. 
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Under these two scenarios, the ingredients of  island effects still interact super 
additively, but the offending sentence is still fully or marginally acceptable.

these patterns would be problematic for traditional grammatical 
accounts of  islands because these are generally stated as constraints on 
structural well-formedness. the patterns in the bottom left and middle 
plots, however, would imply that perhaps some sort of  constraint is 
being applied, but its result is nonetheless judged to be well-formed 
enough by native speakers.

in the same vein, the patterns in the bottom left and middle plots 
of  Figure 1 would also be problematic for KlUeNDer and KUtAS 
(1993)’s processing-based account. this is because the way the super-
additive effect is derived under this kind of  model is via a breakdown 
of  the parsing process, a direct result of  its working memory resources 
being exceeded. the effects in the bottom left and middle plots are still 
super-additive, but they do not result in particularly low acceptability 
ratings, indicating that these sentences would have probably been parsed 
well enough to generate natural sounding sentences – especially since 
under KlUeNDer and KUtAS (1993)’s account, there is nothing 
structurally ill-formed about these sentences.

2.2.5 looking at the gradient acceptability of  island 
phenomena: the concept of  subliminal island effects.

2QFH� D� IDFWRULDO� GHÀQLWLRQ� RI � ZKDW� FRQVWLWXWH� DQ� LVODQG� HIIHFW� LV�
taken into consideration, and the heuristic adherence to categorical 
judgments is dispensed with, it is at least logically possible to conceive 
of  the scenarios depicted in the bottom left and middle plots of  Figure 
1. these are both cases in which length of  movement and the presence 
RI �DQ�LVODQG�VWUXFWXUH�FRPELQH�VXSHU�DGGLWLYHO\��DQG�\HW�WKH�ÀQDO�UHVXOW�
is still acceptable or marginally so. we will refer to this kind of  island 
sensitivity as subliminal island effects, and contrast them with the traditional 
island effects, which we could refer to as supraliminal island effects, as the 
other side of  the same phenomenon.
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if  island effects can be detected even within structures that are 
generally categorized as acceptable in the traditional binary scale, this 
could have consequences for how island-constraints are discussed in the 
theoretical literature. one of  the goals of  this paper is to explore the 
hypothesis that at least some of  the cross-linguistic variation observed in 
WKH�V\QWDFWLF�LVODQG�OLWHUDWXUH�LV�RQO\�VXSHUÀFLDO�LQ�QDWXUH��3XW�GLIIHUHQWO\��
it may be the case that island constraints are indeed universal, and the 
reason for the apparent cross-linguistic variation is not due to variations 
in the inventory of  well-formedness constraints any given grammar 
might possess. the apparent variation would rather be due to fact that 
the acceptability penalties that are incurred when these putative universal 
constraints are violated simply vary across languages. 

if  this kind of  explanation is on the right track, then it would 
have two immediate consequences: First, for grammatical accounts of  
V\QWDFWLF� LVODQGV�� LW�ZRXOG� LQYLWH� VLJQLÀFDQW� VLPSOLÀFDWLRQ� LQ� WKH� EDVLF�
description of  what an island effect is. Second, it would push the object 
of  explanation away from ontological considerations about grammars, 
and instead force researchers to consider how a singular set of  universal 
constraints ends up having different acceptability costs across different 
languages.

For processing-based theories of  islands, the existence of  subliminal 
island effects would have even more far-reaching consequences. Fully 
reductionist theories such as the ones proposed by KlUeNDer and 
KUtAS (1993) and hoFmeiSter and SAG (2010) would be forced to 
abandon the goal of  deriving island effects purely via extra-grammatical 
factors. this is because the facts of  cross-linguistic variation would 
still point to super-additive effects that simply do not cause the parsing 
process to break down. if  that is the case, then the linking between the 
two in the traditional supraliminal island cases might be simply fortuitous, 
DQG� QRW� WKH� GHÀQLQJ� FKDUDFWHULVWLF� RI �ZKDW� DQ� LVODQG� HIIHFW� LV��:KLOH�
processing-based accounts would still have plenty of  room to posit a 
VLJQLÀFDQW�UROH�IRU�SURFHVVLQJ�HIIHFWV�LQ�WKH�GHULYDWLRQ�RI �VSHFLÀF�LVODQG�
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effects, if  subliminal island effects can be documented, they would almost 
FHUWDLQO\�QHFHVVLWDWH�ODQJXDJH�VSHFLÀF��DQG�WKHUHIRUH�JUDPPDU�VSHFLÀF��
constraints to be in place.

3 wh-island sensitivity in wh-movement, topicalization 
and left dislocation in english and bP: do whether 
clauses in bP create subliminal islands?
As an example of  how this hypothesis would work, let us consider 

the case of  wh-island constraints. in some languages, like english, the 
violation of  this constraint generates a large enough acceptability penalty 
that makes it visible through the lenses of  categorical acceptability 
judgments. Because these cases are visible to the “naked eye” and are 
more easily categorizable by native speakers, we have proposed referring 
to them as supraliminal islands.

7KH�ÀUVW�K\SRWKHVLV�WR�EH�FRQVLGHUHG�LQ�WKLV�VWXG\�LV�ZKHWKHU�LQ�VRPH�
languages, like BP, the violation of  a wh-island constraint would simply 
EH�PRUH�GLIÀFXOW�WR�REVHUYH��EHFDXVH�WKH�UHVXOWLQJ�VWUXFWXUH�PLJKW�QHYHU�
receive a large enough acceptability penalty to be easily categorizable as 
“unacceptable” in the traditional binary categorical scale.

in order to test the viability of  such hypothesis, we will compare cases 
of  whether-island structures in english and BP under this new factorial 
GHÀQLWLRQ� DQG� VHH�ZKHWKHU� VLPLODU� DFFHSWDELOLW\�SDWWHUQV� DUH�REVHUYHG�
with different end results for the offending sentences (“unacceptable” 
for english, “acceptable” or “marginally acceptable” in BP).

if  subliminal island effects can be detected, then this calls into 
questions all the cases in which the structural representation of  a given 
phenomenon is decided on the basis of  their putative sensitivity to island 
effects. the second test case evaluated in this study is the distinction 
between topicalization (chomSKY, 1977) and left Dislocation 
(roSS�� ������� WZR� W\SHV� RI � WRSLF� FRQVWUXFWLRQV� WKDW� DUH� VXSHUÀFLDOO\�
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very similar, in that both are phenomena in which a phrasal unit (for eg. 
an NP) occupies the left edge of  the clause, and stands in a long distance 
dependency relation with an element inside of  it:

Topicalization/Left Dislocation

(15) that busi, the professor thinks that matt missed (ti/iti).

in the case of  topicalization, it is normally assumed that the element 
involved in the long distance dependency is the trace of  the moved 
phrase. in left Dislocation, the element inside the clause is thought 
WR� EH� D� FR�UHIHUHQWLDO� SURQRXQ�� 7KHUHIRUH�� GHVSLWH� WKHLU� VXSHUÀFLDO�
similarities, it has long been proposed that topicalization originates 
from movement, whereas left Dislocation is a base generated structure. 
one of  the empirical reasons to carve out a different genesis for these 
two phenomena is their divergent behavior when it comes to island 
sensitivity. Namely, topicalization seems to be sensitive to syntactic 
islands, whereas left Dislocation seems not to be:

Topicalization

(16) that bus, the professor (thinks that/*wonders whether) matt 
missed.

Left dislocation

(17) that bus, the professor (thinks that/wonders whether) matt missed it.
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these facts are compatible with the view according to which 
movement is constrained by certain barriers (like embedded clauses 
headed by wh-words), whereas simple anaphoric relationships (which 
are taken to be at the heart of  left Dislocation) are not.

3.1  experimental design.

three subexperiments were embedded into a single linguistic survey, 
where participants were asked to rate the acceptability of  test items on 
��SRLQW� VFDOH�� 7KH� ÀUVW� VXEH[SHULPHQW� FRPSDUHG� ZK�LVODQG� FDVHV� LQ�
english and BP. the second subexperiment compared left Dislocation 
in english and BP, and the third subexperiment compared topicalization 
in english and BP. All subexperiments had four conditions in order to 
H[SORUH�KRZ� WKH� IDFWRULDO�GHFRPSRVLWLRQ�RI �ZK�LVODQGV� LV� UHÁHFWHG� LQ�
gradient acceptability data. the only exception was in english version of  
the third subexperiment (topicalization), where only extraction out of  
object positions were possible, due to english not allowing null subjects. 
this yielded 10 experimental conditions in total.

3.2  materials

7HQ� EDVH� OH[LFDOL]DWLRQV� ZHUH� FUHDWHG� DQG� PRGLÀHG� WR� \LHOG� WHQ�
versions of  each experimental condition. these were distributed across 
ten different lists, following a latin square design. therefore, every 
condition in each list contained an experimental item derived from a 
different base lexicalization, and each participant was only presented 
with one item per condition, never from the same base lexicalization.

,Q�DGGLWLRQ��WKLUW\�WZR�ÀOOHU�VHQWHQFHV�VSDQQLQJ�WKH�IXOO�DFFHSWDELOLW\�
spectrum observed in a large scale survey of  english data judgments 
(SProUSe et al., 2013) were selected as to yield an approximate 1:1 
ratio of  acceptable vs unacceptable sentences, as in SProUSe et al., 
�,Q� 3UHVV��� 7KH� (QJOLVK� ÀOOHUV� ZHUH� XVHG� ZLWKRXW� DQ\� PRGLÀFDWLRQV�
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for the english experiment, and were translated into BP for the BP 
experiment. the author used his native speaker intuition to verify that 
the approximate 1:1 acceptable/unacceptable ratio was maintained in 
the translations.

the use of  1:1 acceptable to unacceptable ratio that nonetheless 
spans the full range of  the acceptability spectrum is not strictly necessary 
from an experimental perspective, but it does introduce a set of  
GHVLUDEOH�SURSHUWLHV�IURP�D�PHWKRGRORJLFDO�VWDQGSRLQW��7KH�ÀUVW�LV�WKDW�
participants are encouraged to use the full range of  whatever acceptability 
scale they are presented with (a 7-point scale in our case), which helps 
minimizing scale-biases effects. the second desirable property is that 
a 1:1 acceptable-to-unacceptable ratio of  sentences in the experiment 
provides for a more direct translation between the z-score transformed 
results (see Analysis below) and their potential binary counterparts, since 
0 on the z-score scale would map rather naturally to an area closer to the 
boundary between “acceptable” and “unacceptable” categories.

Subexperiment 1: English (A) and BP (B) wh-island cases

A full paradigm is shown below for one base lexicalization in english 
and one in BP (diacritics indicating categorical acceptability omitted):

Movement out of  matrix clause; (no island structure/island structure)

(18) who (thinks that/wonders whether) matt missed the bus?

(19) Quem (achou que/perguntou se)    o   marcos   perdeu  o   ônibus?
 who (thought that/asked whether) the marcus  missed the bus
 who (thought that/asked whether) marcus missed the bus?

Movement out of  embedded clause; (no island structure/island structure)
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(20) what does the professor (think that/wonder whether) matt missed?
(21) o que que a professora (achou que/perguntou se) o marcos perdeu?
 what that the professor.Fem (thought that/asked whether) the 

marcus missed
 what did the professor (think that/ask whether) marcus missed?

Subexperiment 2: Left Dislocation in English (A) and BP (B).

Both english and BP allow us to test the full factorial paradigm for 
islands for cases of  left dislocation (lD), as shown below (diacritics 
indicating categorical acceptability omitted):

Pronoun in matrix clause; (no island structure/island structure)

(22) that professor, she (thinks that/wonders whether) matt missed the 
bus.

(23) Aquela professora, ela (disse que/perguntou se) o marcos perdeu o 
ônibus.

 that professor.Fem, she (said that/asked whether) the marcus 
missed the bus

 that professor, she (said that/asked whether) marcus missed the 
bus.

Pronoun in embedded clause; (no island structure/island structure)

(24) that bus, the professor (thinks that/wonders whether) matt missed it.

(25) Aquele ônibus, a professora (disse que/perguntou se) o marcos 
perdeu ele.

 that bus, the professor.Fem (said that/asked whether) the marcus 
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missed him
 that bus, the professor (said that/asked whether) marcus missed it.

Subexperiment 3: Topicalization in English (A) and BP (B)

when it comes to topicalization, unfortunately english does not 
allow the full factorial paradigm, because the language does not accept 
null subjects:

(26) *that professor, t thinks that matt missed the bus.

Because of  this, only topicalization of  objects will be tested, as in 
the paradigm below:

Movement out of  embedded clause, (no island structure/island structure)

(27) that bus, the professor (thinks that/wonders whether) matt missed.

Brazilian Portuguese, in contrast with english, allows for null 
subjects in some circumstances. in general, subjectless matrix clauses 
are not allowed, unless there is a prominent element in the discourse that 
it can be coreferent with:

(28) * ø       disse   que   o    marcos   perdeu  o     ônibus.
 NUll  said    that  the  marcus   missed  the  bus
 Said that marcus missed the bus.

(29) Aquela professora? então, ø disse que o marcos perdeu o ônibus.
 that professor.Fem? So, NUll said that the marcus missed the 

bus.
 that professor? well, she said that marcus missed the bus.
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this allows for an attempt to have the full factorial paradigm in 
Brazilian Portuguese:

Movement out of  matrix clause; (no island structure/island structure)

(30) Aquela professora, ø (disse que/perguntou se) o marcos perdeu o 
ônibus.

 that professor.Fem, NUll (said that/asked whether) the marcus 
missed the bus

 that professor, ø (said that/asked whether) marcus missed the bus.

Movement out of  embedded clause; (no island structure/island structure)

(31) Aquele ônibus, a professora (disse que/perguntou se) o marcos 
perdeu ø.

 that bus, the professor.Fem (said that/asked whether) the marcus 
missed NUll.

 that bus, the professor (said that/asked whether) marcus missed ø.

3.3  task

Participants were instructed to judge the acceptability of  sentences 
on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 (“very unacceptable”) to 7 (“very 
acceptable”). the 7-point likert scale judgment task has been shown 
to be at least as powerful as magnitude estimation (weSKott e 
FANSelow, 2011; SProUSe et al., 2013), but it is easier to implement 
and for participants to understand.
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3.4  Procedure

the experiment was implemented using the Qualtrics software 
(Qualtrics, Provo, Ut; version: 57336). the experiment began with a 
6 sentence practice phase (3 acceptable and 3 unacceptable sentences 
each), followed the experimental phase. in the experimental phase, there 
ZDV�D����VHQWHQFH�DGDSWDWLRQ�SHULRG�� LQ�ZKLFK�ÀOOHUV�VSDQQLQJ�WKH�IXOO�
spectrum of  acceptability were presented (5 acceptable, 5 unacceptable). 
this was done to maximize the chance that participants would have used 
the full range of  the 7 point scale before they encountered any of  the 
experimental items. the items in this adaptation phase were always the 
same across participants, but were presented in random order for each 
participant. they were not distinguished in any way from the other items 
in the experimental phase. Following the adaptation phase, the rest of  
the materials were presented in randomized order for each participant.

Participants completed the survey on their own pace, but were 
instructed to not overthink their judgments. Participants were asked to 
judge 44 experimental sentences, in addition to the six practice trials.

3.5  Participants

60 self-reported native speakers of  American english were recruited 
via Amazon mechanical turk. 38 self-reported native speakers of  BP 
were recruited via different social media websites and word of  mouth.
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3.6  analysis

the 7-point acceptability ratings of  the 44 experimental items from 
each participant were scaled to a standard deviation unit. this procedure, 
FDOOHG� ]�VFRUH� WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ�� LV� FDUULHG� RXW� E\� ÀUVW� VXEWUDFWLQJ� WKH�
mean rating of  each participant from every item they rated and then 
subsequently dividing these values by the standard deviation of  their 
raw ratings. the z-score transformation helps to mitigate potential scale 
biases arising from inconsistencies across participants regarding their 
use of  the 7 point scale. For instance, some participants might have a 
bias towards using the lower or the upper end of  the scale, or to use a 
smaller or larger range of  values. transforming the data into z-scores, 
these potential issues with the raw scores are minimized, and the data can 
be more meaningfully compared across participants. visual inspection 
RI �WKH�]�VFRUH�WUDQVIRUPHG�UDWLQJV�FRQÀUPHG�WKH�HPHUJLQJ�FRQVHQVXV�
(FeAtherStoN, 2005a; SProUSe, 2007; FeAtherStoN, 2009) 
WKDW� DFFHSWDELOLW\� UDWLQJV� GR� QRW� EHQHÀW� IURP� ORJ�WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ��
contrary to some suggestions in the early experimental syntax literature 
(BArD et al., 1996), and therefore only the z-score transformed data 
was used in the statistical analyses.

3.7  results

the results of  each subexperiment are summarized in Figure 2, and 
discussed below.
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FiGUre 2: results of  the three subexperiments.
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Subexperiment 1A: Wh-islands in English

in english, the interaction between origin of  movement and type 
RI � (PEHGGHG� &ODXVH� ZDV� VLJQLÀFDQW� �F(1, 61) = 42.79, p < .0001), 
FRQÀUPLQJ� WKH� SUHGLFWHG� VXSHU�DGGLWLYH� HIIHFW� WKDW� FKDUDFWHUL]HV�
LVODQGKRRG�XQGHU�LWV�IDFWRULDO�GHÀQLWLRQ�

%RWK� PDLQ� HIIHFWV� ZHUH� DOVR� VLJQLÀFDQW� �2ULJLQ� RI � 0RYHPHQW��
F(1, 61) = 218.5, p < .0001; type of  embedded clause: F(1, 61) = 
42.79, p < .0001). movement out of  embedded clauses yielded generally 
lower acceptability ratings than sentences containing movement out 
of  the matrix clauses (mean_embedded = 0.15, mean_matrix = 1.02). 
Sentences containing an embedded island structure received lower 
acceptability ratings than sentences with regular embedded clauses 
(mean_island = 0.22, mean_Nonisland = 0.95).

Planned comparisons (via paired t-tests) within each factor of  the 
�� [� �� GHVLJQ� FRQÀUPHG� WKDW� WKH� HIIHFW� RI �2ULJLQ� RI �0RYHPHQW�ZDV�
VLJQLÀFDQW�ERWK�LQ�WKH�,VODQG��t(61) = 13.3634, p < .0001) and Nonisland 
structures (t(61) = 4.6712, p < .0001). the effect of  type of  embedded 
&ODXVH�ZDV� VLJQLÀFDQW� IRU� VHQWHQFHV�ZLWK�PRYHPHQW� IURP� WKH�PDWUL[�
clause (t(61) = 2.515, p = .0015), as well as for sentences with movement 
from the embedded clause (t(61) = 8.7655, p < .0001).

Subexperiment 1B: Wh-islands in BP

in BP, the interaction between origin of  movement and type of  
(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW�IRU�ZK�LVODQG�FDVHV��F(1, 37) = 12.32, 
p = .0012), showing a similar super-additive effect that characterizes 
LVODQGKRRG�LQ�LWV�IDFWRULDO�GHÀQLWLRQ�LQ�(QJOLVK�

%RWK�PDLQ� HIIHFWV� ZHUH� DOVR� VLJQLÀFDQW� �2ULJLQ� RI �0RYHPHQW��
F(1, 37) = 39.22, p < .0001; type of  embedded clause: F(1, 37) = 23.34, 
p < .0001). movement out of  embedded clauses yielded generally lower 
acceptability ratings than sentences containing movement out of  the 
matrix clauses (mean_embedded = 0.29, mean_matrix = 1). Sentences 
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containing an embedded island structure received lower acceptability 
ratings than sentences with regular embedded clauses (mean_island = 
0.44, mean_Nonisland = 0.86).

Planned comparisons (via paired t-tests) within each factor of  
the 2 x 2 design further demonstrated that the effect of  origin of  
0RYHPHQW�ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW�ERWK�LQ�WKH�,VODQG��t(37) = 5.5978, p < .0001) 
and Nonisland structures (t(37) = 3.9566, p = .0003). the effect of  type 
RI �(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�QRW�VLJQLÀFDQW�IRU�VHQWHQFHV�ZLWK�PRYHPHQW�
from the matrix clause (t(37) = 1.1517, p� ���������EXW�ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW�IRU�
sentences with movement from the embedded clause (t(37) = 4.6199, 
p < .0001).

Subexperiment 2A: Left Dislocation in English

in english, the interaction between Position of  resumptive and type 
RI �(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�QRW�VLJQLÀFDQW��F(1, 61) = 0.001, p = .972). 
the super-additive effect that characterizes islandhood in its factorial 
GHÀQLWLRQ�ZDV�QRW�REVHUYHG�LQ�WKLV�PDQLSXODWLRQ�

2QO\� WKH� PDLQ� HIIHFW� RI � 3RVLWLRQ� RI � 5HVXPSWLYH� ZDV� VLJQLÀFDQW�
(Position of  resumptive: F(1, 61) = 5.788, p = .019; type of  embedded 
clause: F(1, 61) = 0.396, p = .532). resumptives in embedded clauses 
yielded generally lower acceptability ratings than sentences containing 
resumptive pronouns in matrix clauses (mean_embedded = -0.195, 
mean_matrix = -0.03).

Planned comparisons (via paired t-tests) within each factor of  
the 2 x 2 design showed that the effect of  Position of  resumptive 
ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW� LQ� WKH�,VODQG� �t(61) = 2.0524, p = .044) but not in the 
Nonisland structures (t(61) = 1.5812, p = .119). the effect of  type 
RI � (PEHGGHG� &ODXVH� ZDV� QRW� VLJQLÀFDQW� QHLWKHU� IRU� VHQWHQFHV� ZLWK�
resumptives in the matrix clause (t(61) = -0.4517, p = .653), nor for 
sentences with resumptives in the embedded clause (t(61) = -0.4631, 
p = .645).
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Subexperiment 2B: Left Dislocation in BP

in BP, the interaction between Position of  resumptive and type 
RI �(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�QRW�VLJQLÀFDQW��F(1, 37) = 1.517, p = .226). 
the super-additive effect that characterizes islandhood in its factorial 
GHÀQLWLRQ�ZDV�QRW�REVHUYHG�LQ�WKLV�PDQLSXODWLRQ�

2QO\� WKH� PDLQ� HIIHFW� RI � 3RVLWLRQ� RI � 5HVXPSWLYH� ZDV� VLJQLÀFDQW�
(Position of  resumptive: F(1, 37) = 5.284, p = .0273; type of  embedded 
clause: F(1, 37) = 0.608, p = .441). resumptives in embedded clauses 
yielded generally lower acceptability ratings than sentences containing 
resumptive pronouns in matrix clauses (mean_embedded = 0.06, 
mean_matrix = 0.25).

Planned comparisons (via paired t-tests) within each factor of  
the 2 x 2 design showed that the effect of  Position of  resumptive 
ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW� LQ� WKH�,VODQG� �t(37) = 2.2124, p = .003) but not in the 
Nonisland structures (t(37) = 0.9992, p =.3242). the effect of  type of  
(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�QRW� VLJQLÀFDQW� IRU� VHQWHQFHV�ZLWK� UHVXPSWLYHV�
in the matrix clause (t(37) = -0.359, p = .7216), nor for sentences with 
resumptives in the embedded clause (t(37) = 1.3083, p = .1988).

Subexperiment 3A: Topicalization in English

in english, the topicalization paradigm had to be restricted to include 
only topicalization from object positions, due to the fact that english 
does not allow null subject sentences. the only manipulation used in 
this experiment was the type of  embedded clause. the results show 
that higher ratings were given in average to sentences containing topics 
extracted from regular complement clauses than to sentences containing 
topics extracted from interrogative complement clause (wh-islands), but 
WKLV�QXPHULF�GLIIHUHQFH�LV�QRW�VWDWLVWLFDOO\�VLJQLÀFDQW��t(62) = 1.4364, 
p = 0.156)
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Subexperiment 3B: Topicalization in BP

in BP, the interaction between Position of  resumptive and type of  
(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�PDUJLQDOO\�VLJQLÀFDQW��F(1, 37) = 2.569, p = .1). 
7KLV�ÀQGLQJ�LV�FRPSDWLEOH�ZLWK�WKH�SUHGLFWHG�VXSHU�DGGLWLYH�HIIHFW�WKDW�
FKDUDFWHUL]HV� LVODQGKRRG� XQGHU� LWV� IDFWRULDO� GHÀQLWLRQ�� DOWKRXJK� WKH�
HYLGHQFH�LV�ZHDN��1R�RWKHU�PDLQ�HIIHFW�ZDV�VLJQLÀFDQW�

Planned comparisons (via paired t-tests) within each factor of  the 
2 x 2 design showed that the effect of  Position of  extraction was not 
VLJQLÀFDQW� QHLWKHU� LQ� WKH� ,VODQG� �t(37) = .8044, p = .426) nor in the 
Nonisland structures (t(37) = -0.5097, p =.6133). the effect of  type of  
(PEHGGHG�&ODXVH�ZDV�QRW�VLJQLÀFDQW�IRU�VHQWHQFHV�ZLWK�WRSLFV�H[WUDFWHG�
out of  the matrix clauses (t(37) = -0.0166, p = .9868), but was marginal 
for sentences with topics extracted from the embedded clause (t(37) = 
1.8772, p = .0684).

3.8  discussion

Subexperiment 1 demonstrates that both english and BP show wh-
island sensitivity. in fact, the average rating of  the BP island-violating 
structure is barely below 0, an indication perhaps that this structure would 
not have been judged categorically unacceptable if  the traditional binary 
scale had been used. this corresponds quite closely to the hypothetical 
scenario illustrated in the bottom middle plot of  Figure 1.

Subexperiments 2 and 3 investigated two different kinds of  
topic constructions: left Dislocation, a construction that is generally 
described as being insensitive to islands, and topicalization, which is 
generally assumed to be an island-sensitive construction. the results 
from the english part of  these subexperiments (2A and 3A) shows that 
the left Dislocation paradigm is judged as relatively unacceptable, and 
shows that the site of  the resumption seems to affect the acceptability 
of  the construction: when resumptive pronouns occur in an embedded 
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clause, the sentence is judged to be less acceptable than the cases where 
the resumptive pronouns appear in the matrix clause. Despite this linear 
distance effect, however, the english left dislocation data do not show 
any evidence of  island-sensitivity.

when it comes to topicalization, we unfortunately could not test 
the full factorial paradigm in english, due to the restriction against null 
subjects in the language. the only conditions that could be tested were 
the extractions out of  the embedded clauses. in the case of  english, 
the island-status of  the embedded clause did not seem to modulate the 
acceptability of  the topicalized sentences. the topicalization data shows 
however that english-speaking participants seem to exhibit a small 
preference for object topicalization from embedded clauses compared 
to object left dislocation from embedded clauses.

Unlike the case of  the wh-island in regular wh-movement, where 
both languages show similar acceptability patterns, the data from left 
Dislocation and topicalization showed a divergence between the two 
languages. Both left Dislocation and topicalization in BP demonstrated 
a small but apparently reliable sensitivity to wh-islands, something that is 
not found in the english data. moreover, the acceptability pattern is the 
same across the two constructions, and shows that, at least qualitatively, 
the two constructions display the super-additive effect that potentially 
LGHQWLÀHV� LVODQGKRRG� XQGHU� LWV� IDFWRULDO� GHÀQLWLRQ�� ,Q� DGGLWLRQ� WR� WKH�
numeric results trending in the direction of  island-sensitivity for both 
topic constructions, topicalization shows marginal statistical evidence 
of  super-additivity between the two pieces of  information (structure 
RI �HPEHGGHG�FODXVH�DQG�VLWH�RI �WKH�GHSHQGHQF\��WKDW�GHÀQH�LVODQGKRRG�
factorially.

this result is not exactly replicated for left Dislocation, where the 
predicted statistical interaction between the two factors is not observed. 
however, when both topicalization and left Dislocation are entered into 
a three-way 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures ANovA, coding Dependency Site 
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(matrix, embedded), type of  embedded clause (island, non-island) and 
type of  topic construction (topicalization, left-dislocation) as factors, 
the interaction between the two relevant factors (Dependency Site and 
7\SH� RI � (PEHGGHG� &ODXVH�� UHVXOW� LQ� PDUJLQDO� VWDWLVWLFDO� VLJQLÀFDQFH�
(F(1,37) = 3.276, p = .07). this suggests that there is a real, reliable, but 
perhaps small effect of  island-sensitivity in both topicalization and left 
Dislocation in BP. with only 38 participants, each only rating one token 
from each experimental condition, it is conceivable that our sample may 
not be large enough to reliably detect a small island sensitivity effect 
across two different structures (topicalization and left Dislocation).

the admittedly still tentative evidence of  island-sensitivity for both 
types of  topic constructions in BP has another interesting feature to it: 
All the items in the factorial paradigm are rated as relatively acceptable 
sentences, and yet there is some evidence that the acceptability ratings 
are sensitive to syntactic islands. if  this is true, this is a good illustration 
of  the hypothetical scenario depicted in the bottom left plot in Figure 1, 
and thus would be an example of  a subliminal island effect.

4 conclusion
the goal of  this study was to try to explore the consequences of  

refusing to grant epistemological priority to binary categorical judgments 
of  sentence acceptability in linguistic theory. As a test case, we decided 
to focus on syntactic islands, since they have been a very important 
class of  phenomena within linguistic theory. Because syntactic islands 
seem to provide a window into the inner workings of  long-distance 
dependency formation in the linguistic computational system, they are 
both the focus of  intense theoretical investigation. they are also used 
as an important diagnostic tool that theoreticians exploit to adjudicate 
between competing linguistic analyses. For instance, a common 
inference that is drawn is that if  a long-distance dependency is somehow 
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insensitive to syntactic islands, then it was probably not generated by 
the syntactic operation movement (or whatever ultimately generates the 
natural class of  long-distance dependencies that motivates the existence 
RI �WKLV�V\QWDFWLF�RSHUDWLRQ�LQ�WKH�ÀUVW�SODFH��

in this study, both of  these aspects of  syntactic islands were 
LQYHVWLJDWHG��7KH�ÀUVW�K\SRWKHVLV�WKDW�ZH�VHW�RXW�WR�H[SORUH�ZDV�ZKHWKHU�
at least some of  the within- and across- language variation surrounding 
syntactic islands was artifactual, more of  a consequence of  the tools 
routinely used by syntacticians than a property of  the acceptability 
judgment data they investigate. the test case used in this work was the 
cross-linguistic variation of  wh-islands. it has long been observed that 
some languages, like english, seem to impose a stronger acceptability 
SHQDOW\� RQ� H[WUDFWLRQV� RXW� RI � VSHFLÀF� VWUXFWXUDO� FRQÀJXUDWLRQV�� OLNH�
an embedded clause headed by a wh-word, when compared to other 
languages, like italian or BP. this basic cross-linguistic variation is then 
generally hypothesized to follow from differences in the grammar of  
these two sets of  languages.

however, as discussed in the introduction, no theory of  acceptability 
judgments and their relationship with grammaticality exists that would 
license this kind of  inference with any degree of  certainty. while it is 
possible that the difference between english and BP when it comes to 
wh-islands does follow from differences in the two grammars, it is also 
FRQFHLYDEOH� WKDW� WKHVH� GLIIHUHQFHV� DUH� UDWKHU� VXSHUÀFLDO�� DQG� WKDW� WKH�
grammars of  the two languages are identical with respect to the type of  
restrictions they place on long-distance dependencies of  the same kind.

the experiment presented in this paper tested this hypothesis and 
showed that, contrary to traditional descriptions, both english and BP 
show evidence of  wh-island sensitivity. more interestingly, the results 
also suggest that the reason for the traditional description of  the lack 
of  wh-island sensitivity in languages like BP may lie in the simple fact 
that the structures in BP that violate wh-islands sound more natural 
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than their english counterparts. this is a pattern of  results that we have 
been referring to throughout this work as subliminal islands: cases where 
measurable island sensitivity effects are observed, and yet do not lead to 
gross sentence unacceptability.

to provide a stronger case for the existence of  subliminal islands, 
we turned to topic constructions in english and BP. one of  them, 
topicalization, has generally been described as being island-sensitive, 
contrary to the other, left Dislocation. the inference that is generally 
drawn from these acceptability judgment facts is that topicalization is 
generated by movement, while left Dislocation is not. in keeping with 
the idea that syntactic island sensitivity may or may not induce gross 
sentence unacceptability, we have presented data suggesting that, at least 
in BP, both topicalization and left Dislocation show some degree of  
wh-island sensitivity.

these results are noteworthy for two reasons: First, BP is generally 
described as not subject to wh-islands. Second, left Dislocation is 
generally described as not subject to syntactic islands in general. if  the 
results of  our experiment are correct (and the evidence is still tentative 
at this point), then a profoundly different view of  a phenomenon like 
left Dislocation emerges. For instance, KAto (1998) has an interesting 
theory according to which left-dislocated NPs in BP are in fact generated 
by movement of  secondary predicates. however, given the traditional 
description of  the left Dislocation facts, KAto (1998) has to posit that 
this particular kind of  movement is not subject to island constraints. 
if  left Dislocation is indeed subliminally sensitive to islands, then 
KDWR·V� SURSRVDO� LV� VLPSOLÀHG�� DQG� KHU� DQDO\VLV� EDVHG� RQ� 0RYHPHQW�
would naturally predict these subliminal island effects. conversely, all 
the arguments for a base-generation approach to left Dislocation that 
were made primarily on the force of  its supposedly island-insensitivity 
properties would need to be re-evaluated.
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however, for all its provocative nature, it is important to be very clear 
about what the data presented in this paper does not show: First, the 
data presented in this paper does not challenge in any way the traditional 
description of  the acceptability facts reported in the literature. to 
native speakers (the author included), wh-island violations in BP do not 
sound perfect, but neither do they sound utterly degraded. they occupy 
a position somewhere in the middle range of  acceptability. the same 
pattern is borne out in the data presented here, where violations of  wh-
islands in BP were judged to be slightly below average acceptability. in 
addition, when it comes to left Dislocation, the traditional description 
is that even in cases where the pronominal element is inside an island, 
the sentence still sounds acceptable. this is exactly the pattern observed 
in the data. the major contribution of  the results presented here is 
that, despite the correctness of  the data description in the theoretical 
literature, it is still possible to dissociate island sensitivity effects from 
categorical unacceptability.

4.1 consequences for reductionist theories of  islands.

what about reductionist theories of  island effects? if  the data 
presented in this paper is on the right track, it nevertheless still presents 
a challenge to purely reductionist theories of  islands. First of  all, the 
YHU\� GHÀQLWLRQ� RI � DQ� LVODQG� HIIHFW� XVHG� LQ� WKLV� SURSRVDO� LV� WKDW� WKH�
lowering in acceptability not be reducible to the linear addition of  the 
two constituent parts of  islands. in other words, what we consider to 
be the hallmark of  an island effect is that the whole (ie, a long distance 
dependency inside an island) is more (in this case worse) than the sum 
of  its parts (ie, the effect of  having either a long distance dependency 
or a potentially island-inducing embedded clause), which runs counter 
reductionist argumentation. Nonetheless, let us assume that the super-
additive effect observed in island effects is somehow compatible 
with the claims of  reductionist theories. For instance, let us imagine 
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a reductionist theory based on working memory limitations, such as 
KlUeNDer and KUtAS (1993). in such a theory, one might propose 
that when the resources available to correctly parse the sentence are 
exhausted, a catastrophic failure occurs, leading to the super-additivity 
effects observed in island violations.

7KH� ÀUVW� SUREOHP� ZLWK� D� WKHRU\� OLNH� WKLV� LV� WKDW� LW� LV� YLUWXDOO\�
indistinguishable from the claims of  grammatical theories. that in itself  
should certainly not count as an argument against such a theory, but it 
certainly does not provides any independently testable predictions on its 
own. however, if  a proposal like the one sketched above is correct, then 
reductionist theories like the one just mentioned make exactly the wrong 
kind of  prediction if  subliminal island effects are a real phenomenon. this 
is because now we have cases where we observe a super-additive effect, 
seemingly created by an island-violation, that nonetheless does not result 
LQ�D�IDLOXUH�WR�SDUVH�WKH�VHQWHQFH��EXW�UDWKHU�LQ�D�ÀQDO�VWULQJ�WKDW�DFWXDOO\�
sounds marginally acceptable, like the case of  wh-movement out of  wh-
islands in BP, or virtually fully acceptable, like topicalization and left 
Dislocation in BP. the cross-linguistic variation of  island-phenomena 
has always been a challenge for reductionist theories, but if  island-
effects are indeed universal, but subject to cross-linguistic variation in 
terms of  the categorical acceptability of  the island-violating structures, it 
becomes extremely hard to see how invoking universal costs conspiring 
with language-independent mechanisms could help explain the complex 
cross-linguistic island sensitivity facts. it seems that, if  anything, 
this proposal would force us into considering the mirror image of  a 
reductionist theory, one in which there are universal processing costs 
�ZKLFK�PD\� RU�PD\� QRW� EH� ODQJXDJH� VSHFLÀF��� EXW� WKDW� FRQVSLUH�ZLWK�
language-dependent structures/mechanisms to give rise to the complex 
cross-linguistic pattern of  acceptability judgments surrounding island 
phenomena.
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